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ABSTRACT

Using high resolution N -body simulations, we recently reported that a dynamically cool inner disk
embedded in a hotter outer disk can naturally generate a steady double-barred (S2B) structure. Here
we study the kinematics of these S2B simulations, and compare them to integral-field observations from
ATLAS3Dand SAURON. We show that S2B galaxies exhibit several distinct kinematic features, namely:
(1) significantly distorted isovelocity contours at the transition region between the two bars, (2) peaks
in σLOS along the minor axis of inner bars, which we term “σ-humps”, that are often accompanied by
ring/spiral-like features of increased σLOS, (3) h3− v̄ anti-correlations in the region of the inner bar for
certain orientations, and (4) rings of positive h4 when viewed at low inclinations. The most impressive
of these features are the σ-humps; these evolve with the inner bar, oscillating in strength just as the
inner bar does as it rotates relative to the outer bar. We show that, in cylindrical coordinates, the
inner bar has similar streaming motions and velocity dispersion properties as normal large-scale bars,
except for σz, which exhibits peaks on the minor axis, i.e., humps. These σz humps are responsible
for producing the σ-humps. For three well-resolved early-type S2Bs (NGC 2859, NGC 2950, and
NGC 3941) and a potential S2B candidate (NGC 3384), the S2B model qualitatively matches the
integral-field data well, including the “σ-hollows” previously identified. We also discuss the kinematic
effect of a nuclear disk in S2Bs.
Subject headings: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics — galaxies: stellar content — galaxies: structure

— galaxies: individual: NGC 2859 — galaxies: individual: NGC 2950 — galaxies:
individual: NGC 3941 — galaxies:individual: NGC 3384

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical and infrared observations have shown that
∼ 1/3 of early-type barred galaxies host a misaligned in-
ner bar (also termed “secondary bar”) (Erwin & Sparke
2002; Laine et al. 2002; Erwin 2004). S2B structures are
also seen in later Hubble types, although we still lack
systematic statistics because of the stronger dust extinc-
tion in their central regions (Erwin 2005). Numerical
simulations are powerful tools for studying the forma-
tion and evolution of such multi-bar structures. Previous
N -body+hydrodynamical simulations suggested that gas
dissipation plays a vital role in inducing and maintain-
ing an inner bar (e.g. Friedli & Martinet 1993; Shlosman
& Heller 2002; Englmaier & Shlosman 2004). However,
the observation of galaxies without a large amount of
gas (Petitpas & Wilson 2004) indicated gas might not
be the key ingredient to maintaining, or even forming,
S2Bs. Increasingly, N -body simulations have success-
fully formed S2Bs without the requirement of gas (Rauti-
ainen & Salo 1999; Rautiainen et al. 2002; Debattista &
Shen 2007; Heller et al. 2007; Saha & Maciejewski 2013;
Du et al. 2015). Nevertheless, the essential initial con-
ditions by which S2Bs form is still unclear. In Du et
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al. (2015), we explored a large parameter space of the
mass, dynamical temperature (Toomre-Q), and thick-
ness of the stellar disk in isolated pure-disk 3-D N -body
simulations. Our simulations suggested that a dynami-
cally cool inner disk can naturally trigger small-scale bar
instabilities leading to S2Bs, without the need for gas.
This result is also consistent with the result of Wozniak
(2015), who successfully formed long-lived S2Bs with N -
body+hydrodynamical simulations in which a nuclear
disk forming from accumulated gas followed by star for-
mation which plays an important role in generating the
inner bar. This scenario is also consistent with the recent
observation of NGC 6949 that the size of the star burst
nuclear molecular disk matches well with the size of the
inner bar (Romeo & Fathi 2015).

Observations (Buta & Crocker 1993; Friedli & Mar-
tinet 1993; Corsini et al. 2003) suggest that the two bars
in an S2B rotate independently, which is also found in
numerical simulations (e.g. Debattista & Shen 2007;
Shen & Debattista 2009; Saha & Maciejewski 2013; Woz-
niak 2015; Du et al. 2015). Instead of being rigid bod-
ies, the amplitudes and pattern speeds oscillate as the
two bars rotate through each other (Debattista & Shen
2007; Du et al. 2015), which is consistent with loop-

orbit predictions of Maciejewski & Athanassoula (2007)
(see also Maciejewski & Sparke 1997, 2000; Maciejewski
& Athanassoula 2008; Maciejewski & Small 2010). Such
dynamically decoupled inner bars in S2Bs have been hy-
pothesized to be a mechanism for driving gas past the
inner Lindblad resonance (ILR) of outer bars to feed su-
permassive black holes that power active galactic nuclei
(Shlosman et al. 1989, 1990).

Two-dimensional integral-field unit (IFU) spec-
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troscopy provides a very powerful method for study-
ing bars from a kinematic point of view. Several kine-
matic signatures of bars have been predicted and ob-
served. Many theoretical analyses (e.g. Miller & Smith
1979; Vauterin & Dejonghe 1997; Bureau & Athanas-
soula 2005) have shown that bars twist the mean velocity
(v̄) fields because of significant radial streaming motions,
thus making the kinematic major axis misaligned with
the photometric major axis of the whole disk. For both
stars and gas, the kinematic major axis generally turns
toward the opposite direction with respect to the major
axis of bars. IFU observations of the early-type galaxies
have shown that barred galaxies are more likely to gener-
ate larger kinematic misalignments than unbarred galax-
ies (Cappellari et al. 2007; Krajnović et al. 2011). The
central elliptical velocity dispersion (σ) peak should be
aligned with the orientation of the large-scale bar (Miller
& Smith 1979; Vauterin & Dejonghe 1997). Over the ex-
tent of the bar, the third order Gauss-Hermite moment
(h3) is correlated with v̄ in edge-on views (Bureau &
Athanassoula 2005). In face-on views, a minimum in h4
is present when a boxy/peanut (B/P) bulge exists (De-
battista et al. 2005; Méndez-Abreu et al. 2014).

We know little about the kinematic properties of S2Bs.
The misalignment between the kinematic major axis and
the photometric major axis has also been expected to be
observed in v̄ fields of S2Bs (Chevalier & Furenlid 1978;
Moiseev & Mustsevoi 2000). However, Moiseev et al.
(2004) found the twists due to the inner bar on the stellar
velocity field are quite small compared with the twists in
gaseous kinematics, which led them to question the exis-
tence of decoupled inner bars. Shen & Debattista (2009)
showed that twists due to inner bars are smaller than pre-
viously expected, thus the kinematics of S2Bs can still be
consistent with observations of Moiseev et al. (2004). de
Lorenzo-Cáceres et al. (2008) studied 2-D stellar velocity
and velocity dispersion maps of four S2Bs (NGC 2859,
NGC 3941, NGC 4725, and NGC 5850) with the SAURON
IFU. Surprisingly, the velocity dispersion maps revealed
two local minima, which they termed “σ-hollows”, lo-
cated near the ends of the inner bar in each galaxy (see
also de Lorenzo-Cáceres et al. 2012). They proposed that
σ-hollows occur as a result of the contrast between the
velocity dispersion of a hotter bulge and the inner bar
which is dominated by ordered motions and thus has a
low σ. The S2B model of Shen & Debattista (2009) also
exhibited a misalignment between the inner bar and the
velocity dispersion.

Self-consistent numerical models are very powerful
tools for understanding the dynamics and kinematics of
S2Bs. In Du et al. (2015), we were able to form S2Bs from
pure disks; we summarize these results in Section 2.1. In
this paper, we analyse the kinematics of the S2B model.
We introduce the Voronoi binning method used in ex-
tracting the kinematics in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we
show that the S2B model qualitatively matches well with
the kinematics of S2Bs in the ATLAS3D (Cappellari et al.
2011) and SAURON (Emsellem et al. 2004) surveys, espe-
cially for the σ-humps/hollows. The detailed kinematic
analyses of the S2B model are presented in Section 4. In
Section 5, we discuss the kinematic effects of a nuclear
disk in the S2Bs. Finally, our conclusions are summa-
rized in Section 6.

2. METHOD

2.1. Models

A detailed description of the initial conditions and evo-
lution of our self-consistent N -body models has been pre-
sented in Du et al. (2015). Here we give a brief intro-
duction to the models we evolved with a 3-D cylindrical
polar grid code, GALAXY (Sellwood & Valluri 1997; Sell-
wood 2014). The S2B model studied here is the standard
S2B model from Du et al. (2015). It starts from an iso-
lated exponential disk that is located at the center of a
rigid logarithmic halo. The initial disk has 4×106 equal-
mass particles, softened with 0.01 length unit (the unit
of length is the initial disk scale-length). In the outer re-
gions of the disk, the dynamical temperature parameter
(Toomre-Q) is roughly constant at 2.0, while it is grad-
ually reduced to 0.5 at the center, i.e., the central value
of Toomre-Q bQ = 0.5. The dynamically cool inner disk
generates a bar instability separate from the one in the
outer part, resulting in a double-barred structure. As
shown in Fig. 2 in Du et al. (2015), the morphology of
the newly formed inner bar is quite rectangular, or even
peanut-like. After the S2B structure forms, the ampli-
tude and morphology of the inner bar continue evolv-
ing, due to the interaction between the two bars, until
they reach a roughly steady state. During the steady
state phase, the amplitude of the inner bar is relatively
steady, and its morphology becomes oval-like. The S2B
structure rotates steadily in a now hotter disk, similar
to a lenticular (S0) galaxy. We analyze the kinematic
properties of the S2B model in the steady state phase.

The scaling to physical units is obtained by setting
the mass unit M0 = 8.0 × 1010M� and the length unit
Rd = 2.5 kpc, which gives a time unit of T0 ' 6.6 Myr
and a velocity unit of 371 km/s. For the S2B model, the
total mass of the disk is Md = 1.5M0 = 1.2 × 1011M�,
extending to about ∼ 15 kpc. The rigid potential of
the halo provides a flat rotation curve at Vc ∼ 0.6,
corresponding to 222 km/s. All analyses are made at
T > 290 ' 1.9 Gyr when the two bars have reached a
steady state, during which the kinematics do not evolve
much. The rotation periods of the two bars are stable at
Pinner ∼ 12.8 (∼ 84.5 Myr) and Pouter ∼ 35.1 (∼ 231.7
Myr). Thus the inner bar rotates roughly three times
faster than its outer counterpart, Pinner/Pouter ∼ 0.36.
Measured by tracing half-way down the peak of bar am-
plitudes, the semi-major axes of the outer bar and the
inner bar are aouter ∼ 3.0 (∼ 7.5 kpc) and ainner ∼ 0.3
(∼ 0.75 kpc), respectively. For comparison purposes, we
also present a single-barred (SB) model. Using bQ = 0.8,
the initial nuclear regions of the SB model are not as cool
as in the S2B model, so the inner disk only triggers one
bar instability leading to a single bar. The bar in the SB
model has a similar semi-major axis (aB ∼ 7.5 kpc) and
pattern speed (PB ∼ 223.1 Myr) as the outer bar in the
S2B model.

2.2. Extracting kinematics

A unique advantage of simulations is that we can
project the simulated galaxy to any desired orienta-
tion. To extract reliable kinematics, including the high-
order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4 (van der Marel
& Franx 1993; Gerhard 1993), the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) ≥ 50 is usually considered necessary. For simu-
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lations, given that the number of particles follows Pois-
sonian statistics, the required S/N can be transformed
into a requirement on the number of particles (Np) in

each bin (S/N=
√
Np). Here we apply the widely used

Voronoi-binning method (Cappellari & Copin 2003) to
bin particles in such a way that each bin typically con-
tains at least 2500 particles. Then we bin the particles in
velocity space, with 50 velocity bins, and fit the result-
ing synthetic line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD)
with a Gauss-Hermite parametrization (v̄, σ, h3, and h4).
We have checked that S/N larger than 50 gives consistent
measurements of h3 and h4.

3. A GENERAL COMPARISON OF KINEMATIC
PROPERTIES WITH THE DOUBLE-BARRED GALAXIES

IN THE ATLAS3DAND SAURON SURVEYS

The S2B model is quite similar to massive early-type
galaxies so it can be compared with S2Bs observed in the
ATLAS3Dand SAURON surveys. According to the S2B cat-
alog of Erwin (2004) and Erwin & Sparke (2003), seven
early-type S2Bs were observed in the ATLAS3Dsurvey,
namely NGC 2859, NGC 2950, NGC 3941, NGC 2962,
NGC 4340, NGC 3945, and NGC 7280. The kinematics
of three S2Bs are shown in Fig. 1. From top to bot-
tom, they are NGC 2859, NGC 3941, and NGC 2950,
followed by the best matching model time step. Their in-
ner bars are well confirmed by ellipse fitting and unsharp
mask on their infrared images. Based on the observed
ellipticity of the outer disks, their inclination angles are
i ∼ 33◦, 58◦, and 62◦, respectively, which are obtained
from HyperLeda. NGC 3384 is not a well-confirmed S2B
candidate. Fisher & Drory (2010) identified the inner
bar on the infrared image by a photometric decomposi-
tion of the bulge region. In previous studies (Erwin &
Sparke 2003; Erwin 2004; Sarzi et al. 2006), NGC 3384
was classified as a single-barred galaxy, with the inner
component identified as a nuclear disk by unsharp mask.
In this paper, we consider NGC 3384 as a potential S2B
candidate, and present some kinematic evidence for the
existence of the inner bar (Fig. 2). The inclination angle
is ∼ 61◦ (Erwin 2004).

The S2B model is inclined to the same inclination as
each target S2B at the time that the two bars have the
same relative orientation during the steady state. The
short black, long black, and red dashed lines refer to the
orientations of the inner bar, outer bar, and the line-of-
nodes (LON) of the disk, respectively, as given in Erwin
& Sparke (2003) and Erwin (2004). The central kinemat-
ics (R ≤ 20 arcsec) are well resolved in all these galaxies.
The logarithmically-spaced isophotes of the S2B galax-
ies in Fig. 1 are plotted using the R-band observations
of Erwin & Sparke (2003). As shown in Fig. 1 and 2,
the S2B model qualitatively matches well with the kine-
matics of the observations, especially for σ and h4. It is
worth emphasizing that only one S2B model, at differ-
ent epochs, is used to model the observations of differ-
ent galaxies. We do not expect to match these galaxies
in every aspect with such a simple model. Rather, we
are interested in the qualitative similarities between the
model and observed galaxies.

As shown in Fig. 1 and 2, the most impressive kine-
matic feature is σ enhancements, which we term “σ-
humps”, appearing along the minor axis of the inner
bar. For NGC 2859 and NGC 2950, σ-humps are ac-

companied by moderate σ ring/spiral-like features. NGC
3384 also exhibits σ-humps, consistent with the existence
of an inner bar that is parallel to the LON. Relatively
lower σ at the ends of the inner bar can partially explain
the σ-hollows found by de Lorenzo-Cáceres et al. (2008).
We have confirmed that the initial disk does not exhibit
such σ-humps/hollows, and the σ-humps develop with
the S2B formation.

The qualitative agreement of high-order Gauss-
Hermite moments is particularly impressive for NGC
2859 and NGC 2950, especially the positive h4 rings
appearing over the projected regions of the inner bar.
These galaxies are the ones that have a velocity disper-
sion which is better resolved by the ATLAS3Ddata. As
noted in Cappellari et al. (2011), for typical velocity dis-
persions σ . 120 km/s, the LOSVD is not well resolved
and the Gauss-Hermite moments are gradually penalized
by pPXF (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) to suppress the
noise in the extracted kinematics. This likely explains
the less clear structure in the h3 and h4 maps of NGC
3941. Furthermore, NGC 2859 and NGC 2950 present
clear signatures of fast-rotating nuclear disks, i.e., signif-
icant local maxima and minima in the v̄ fields and h3− v̄
anti-correlations (see also Section 4.3) along the LON
close to the center. This result is consistent with the
analysis of NGC 2859 presented in Erwin et al. (2015)
and de Lorenzo-Cáceres et al. (2013). To better show
the relative importance of rotation and velocity disper-
sion, we plot the deprojected |v|/σ in Fig. 3. A rotation-
dominated nuclear disk generates |vdp|/σ > 1 along the
kinematic major axis, where vdp = v̄/sini. It is clear
that both NGC 2859 and NGC 2950 also have a rotation-
dominated nuclear disk within 10 arcsec, in addition to
the inner bar. As shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3,
without any dynamically cold nuclear disk, the central
region of the S2B model is significantly dominated by
velocity dispersion, |vdp|/σ ∼ 0.7. Thus in NGC 2859
and NGC 2950 the central features of v̄ and h3 are more
likely to be dominated by the nuclear disk. It is rea-
sonable that the S2B model does not match the v̄ and
h3 fields perfectly. NGC 3384 shows moderate rotation
in the central region, |vdp|/σ ∼ 0.8, thus it is unclear
whether a nuclear disk exists or not.

In conclusion, the S2B model is able to qualitatively
match many of the kinematics of observed S2Bs, making
it very useful for studying the kinematics of S2Bs. In
the following section, we use this model to analyse these
kinematic properties in detail.

4. KINEMATIC ANALYSES

4.1. v̄ twists

In Fig. 4, we show v̄ fields for the S2B and SB mod-
els. Aligned with the LON (here the x-axis), the large-
scale bar in the SB model shows smooth and nearly par-
allel isovelocity contours in the region of the bar (the
leftmost panel, inclination i = 45◦), as expected. The
other three panels show v̄ fields of the S2B model when
the relative position angle of the two bars (PArel = |
PAinner−PAouter|) is ∼ 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, respectively. For
the S2B model, v̄ fields are similar to those of the SB
model in the large-scale bar regions, as the large-scale
bars in the S2B and SB models rotate at nearly the
same pattern speed. At the very central regions where
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Fig. 1.— The kinematic maps of three S2B galaxies (NGC 2859, 3941, and 2950) in the ATLAS3D survey (Cappellari et al. 2011) followed
by the best matching S2B model with similar orientations for the two bars and an identical inclination angle. In all panels, the model
is cropped to the same area x, y ∈ [−2.5, 2.5] kpc, in which case the size of the inner bars are similar in the panels presenting the model
and the observations. The Gauss-Hermite moments of the LOSVDs are shown from left to right: v̄, σ, h3, and h4. Logarithmic isodensity
contours are overlaid in black. For the v̄ maps, the isovelocity contours and the central isodensity contours are overlaid to show the twists of
isovelocity contours caused by inner bars. A few significantly distorted isovelocity contours are highlighted with white curves. Red dashed
lines indicate the orientations of the LON. The short black and long black lines roughly show the lengths and orientations of the inner and
outer bars, respectively.
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Fig. 2.— The kinematic maps of NGC 3384, a potential S2B candidate, obtained from the SAURON survey (Emsellem et al. 2004) followed
by the best matching S2B model.

Fig. 3.— Maps of |vdp|/σ. From left to right: NGC 2859, 3941, 2950, and 3384, followed by the best matching S2B model.

the inner bar dominates, the isovelocity contours even
break up, forming local minima and maxima, especially
the inner bar is perpendicular to the LON (the right-
most panel, PArel = 90◦, i = 45◦). In the case of an
inclined axisymmetric nuclear disk, the kinematic axis
must align with the LON. Since stars in bar regions have
significant radial streaming motions, the kinematic axis
is expected to be misaligned from the LON. As shown
in Fig. 4 when PArel = 450, within the projected regions
of the inner bar, the isovelocity contours are slightly dis-
torted toward the opposite direction of the major axis
of the inner bar, in agreement with Shen & Debattista
(2009). Thus it might be because the twists are too weak
that the kinematic axis of the observed galaxies (Fig. 1
and 2) does not exhibit a clear misalignment with the
LON in the central regions. Furthermore, as presented
in Section 3, NGC 2859 and NGC 2950 have a rotation-

dominated nuclear disk which also significantly weakens
the misalignment. Therefore, it is not surprising that
previous observations (Moiseev et al. 2004) did not find
clear signs of the existence of decoupled inner bars in the
form of central velocity twists. Moreover, we also did not
find significant kinematic misalignments at the central
regions of the single-barred (SB) model at most inclina-
tions and bar orientations, which is consistent with the
IFU observations of early-type barred galaxies (Cappel-
lari et al. 2007; Krajnović et al. 2011). The IFU obser-
vations show that the kinematic misalignment is always
quite small (∼ 5◦ level). We propose that such a re-
sult is because the bars in early-type galaxies have large
random motions.

Although the velocity twists are insignificant in the
central regions, we notice that the observed S2Bs present
consistent velocity twists at intermediate radii between
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the two bars. As shown in Fig. 4, for the S2B model,
some isovelocity contours (highlighted with white curves)
are significantly distorted toward the central regions at
intermediate radii (R ∼ 1.5 kpc) of the transition zone
between the two bars. Independent of the relative ori-
entation of the two bars and the inclination, such twists
occur far from the photometric ends (the isodensity con-
tour at level 0.8) of the inner bar. The transition zone
where v̄ twists occur is the region where the two bars
are mixed and interacting. For NGC 2859, and NGC
2950, significant twists also appear at positions quite far
from the end of the inner bar (highlighted with white
curves), which is consistent with the S2B model. It is
also worth noticing that the twists can be significantly
asymmetric with respect to the LON. For example, the
asymmetric twists in NGC 2950 can be clearly seen along
the white isovelocity contours. On the upper side of the
LON, the top-left arm is slightly distorted, while, on the
lower side, the bottom-left arm has a nearly 90◦ twist.
The S2B model gives twists very consistent with those
in NGC 2950. NGC 3941, which hosts only a weak inner
bar, does not exhibit twists as significant as the model
in their v̄ fields, and the weak twists occur at positions
close to the end of the inner bar. Without nuclear disk
in the model, such asymmetric twists may be caused by
the non-axisymmetric motions in the transition zone of
the S2B structure.

4.2. σ-humps

4.2.1. Basic properties

The σ maps of the S2B model are shown in Fig. 5.
Because varying the orientation of the outer bar does not
lead to a significant difference, we fix the outer bar on
the LON (the x-axis). The relative position angles of the
two bars PArel are ∼ 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, respectively, from
top to bottom. From left to right, the disk is inclined
from i = 0◦ to i = 90◦. In most cases, significant σ-
humps appear along the minor axis of the inner bar. In
contrast, in the SB model the elliptical σ peak is aligned
with the bar (the top row in Fig. 6), which is consistent
with previous single-barred models (Miller & Smith 1979;
Vauterin & Dejonghe 1997), except for edge-on views.

As shown in Fig. 5, σ-humps are closely associated
with the inner bar. The basic properties of σ-humps are
elaborated below. 1) σ-humps have a similar size as the
inner bar. 2) The σ-humps are always present on the
minor axis of the inner bar. In long-slit measurements,
such σ-humps should appear as double-peaked or flat-
topped distributions along the minor axis, while along
the major axis σ is relatively lower, forming σ-hollows.
The difference can be a few tens of km/s in this S2B
model. 3) Projected properties of σ-humps are signifi-
cantly affected by the orientation of the inner bar and
the inclination of the disk. In most cases, σ-humps are
clearly visible. However, when the inner bar is nearly
perpendicular to the LON, σ-humps are barely visible
at intermediate inclinations (i ∼ 40◦ − 70◦). Then the
difference in σ between the minor and major axes be-
comes small, giving a nearly axisymmetric σ distribu-
tion. 4) Around σ-humps/hollows, rings of enhanced σ
(by ∼ 10 km/s) are present at most inclinations and ori-
entations, except for edge-on views. 5) The amplitude
of σ-humps oscillates in a similar way as the inner bar,

i.e., σ-humps are weaker when the two bars are parallel
(PArel = 0◦) and stronger when the bars are perpendicu-
lar (PArel = 90◦). The physical origin of σ-humps is still
unclear. de Lorenzo-Cáceres et al. (2008) proposed that
σ-hollows might originate from a dynamically cold inner
bar which is embedded in a relatively hotter (classical)
bulge. Then the σ-humps/hollows are generated by the
contrast between the hotter bulge and the cold bar. The
S2B model presented here does not contain any classi-
cal bulge, but a B/P bulge, forming from the internal
buckling instability of the outer bar, which is also hotter
than the inner bar. Further studies are needed to clarify
whether σ-humps can be explained in terms of the con-
tribution of bulges, as suggested by de Lorenzo-Cáceres
et al. (2008).

Regardless of the relative orientation of the two bars,
significant vertically extended σ features (termed “verti-
cal σ-humps”) are present in edge-on views of both the
S2B model (the rightmost panels of Fig. 5) and the SB
model (the bottom panels of Fig. 6). For the S2B model,
the vertical σ-humps in edge-on views are more extended
and have larger values than σ-humps in face-on views. In
the side-on view of the inner bar (PArel = 0◦, i = 90◦), σ
becomes lower close to the mid-plane than in the end-on
view (PArel = 90◦, i = 90◦). For the SB model, with in-
creasing position angle of the bar from 0◦ (side-on) to 90◦

(end-on), the vertical σ-humps become more pronounced
in the projected bar regions. Iannuzzi & Athanassoula
(2015) found similar features in edge-on views of their
B/P bulge models hosting a single bar. Qin et al. (2015)
also found a similar vertically extended σ feature in their
Milky Way bar model (Shen et al. 2010). Falcón-Barroso
et al. (2006) found that three of their five nearly edge-on
galaxies (NGC 3623, NGC 4235, and NGC 5689) show
such vertical σ-humps. In the ATLAS3Dsurvey (Cappel-
lari et al. 2011), we also find some edge-on galaxies ex-
hibiting significant vertical σ-humps (NGC 2549, 3301,
3610, 4026, 4111, 4251, 4342, 4417, 5308, 5322, and
5422). It is clear that both observations and simulations
suggest that the vertical σ-humps are very common in
edge-on galaxies. As suggested by Iannuzzi & Athanas-
soula (2015), the peak value and extension of vertical σ
enhancements may be monotonic with the strength of
the B/P bulge. However, as shown in Fig. 5 and 6, both
our S2B and SB models indicate that the existence of
a bar can also significantly affect the properties of such
vertically extended σ features. But, because of the pro-
jection, it is hard to study the relation between bars and
vertical σ-humps in the real edge-on galaxies. The phys-
ical origin and the relation with bars of such vertical σ
humps are still not clear; the vertical σ humps seem not
to have the same origin as the σ-humps appearing in
face-on views.

As shown in Fig. 1 and 2, three S2Bs and one S2B can-
didate in the ATLAS3Dand SAURON surveys show σ-humps,
and are well-matched by the model. NGC 2859 and NGC
3941 were included in the sample of de Lorenzo-Cáceres
et al. (2008). For NGC 2859, the model also exhibits
a similar moderate σ-ring feature around the σ-humps,
as in the observation, which causes significant σ-hollows
appearing at the ends of the inner bar. The σ-humps in
NGC 3941 are not as significant as in the model, proba-
bly because the inner bar in NGC 3941 is much weaker
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Fig. 4.— The v̄ maps of the SB model (the leftmost panel) and the S2B model, showing the twists caused by a rapidly rotating inner
bar. Highlighted with white contours, the v̄ contours show that the most significant twists are present at an intermediate region between
the two bars. The outer bar is fixed along the LON (x-axis). For the S2B model, the relative angle PArel between the inner bar and the
outer bar is 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, from left to right. The disk is inclined at i = 45◦. The logarithmic isodensity contours (levels 0.9, 0.8, 0.6,
0.4, 0.2 of ln(Σmax/Σmin)) are overlaid in black. The contours at levels 0.2 and 0.8 roughly coincide with the photometric edge of the outer
bar and the inner bar, respectively.

than in the model, with rounder isodensity contours and
a smoother v̄ field. NGC 2950 and NGC 3384 are new
examples of σ-hollow/hump galaxies. The orientation of
the σ-humps in NGC 2950 is not accurately consistent
with the model, which might be caused by the differ-
ences in their kinematic details between NGC 2950 and
the numerical model. It is worth noticing that, around
the σ-humps in NGC 2950 and the model, there are dif-
fuse σ spiral-like features which might be similar with the
σ ring in NGC 2859. Using the Voronoi binning method
with high enough S/N, such σ ring/spiral-like features
are statistically significant kinematic features which are
still poorly understood. In conclusion, based on the sim-
ulation, we argue that σ-hollows are the same feature
as σ-humps accompanied by σ ring/spiral-like features
sometimes, viewed differently.

Finally, we briefly discuss the reason why the other
four galaxies show no significant σ-humps. As shown
in Fig. 7. NGC 2962 and NGC 4340 are intermediately
inclined, and their inner bars are almost perpendicular
to the LON, 83◦ and 70◦, respectively. The model shows
that the σ-humps are less noticeable in such conditions.
For NGC 3945, as mentioned above, the inner regions
are dominated by a large nuclear disk which significantly
affects the kinematic properties (Erwin et al. 2003; Cole
et al. 2014), leaving no clear kinematic signatures of the
inner bar. Finally, the inner bar in NGC 7280 seems too
short to generate distinguishable kinematics. The S2B
model may not match these galaxies very well.

4.2.2. σ-humps in aligned double-barred galaxies

We have explored the kinematics of the simulations re-
ported in Du et al. (2015). We find that σ-humps are not
unique features of S2Bs. They are also present in galax-
ies hosting a single small-scale bar (i.e., nuclear-barred
galaxies), and also aligned S2Bs, where the two bars have
coupled into alignment leaving only a single bar. In Du et
al. (2015), we showed that the coupling process distorts
the iso-density contours to a peanut shape, which may
be used to distinguish aligned S2B galaxies from normal
single-barred galaxies. We plot the evolution of σ-humps
during the coupling process in Fig. 8. This aligned S2B
model has the same initial conditions as the model in Fig.
11 in Du et al. (2015), but its stellar mass (Md = 1.0)
is slightly lower. Before coupling, as shown in the top

panels, the amplitude of the σ-humps gradually decrease
with the strength of the inner bar. After the inner bar
is trapped (T ≥ 1.98 Gyr, the bottom panels) by its
outer counterpart, the peanut-shaped relic of the inner
bar exhibits significant σ-humps on its minor axis. The
co-evolution with the inner bar indicates that σ-humps
may be used as a diagnostic of aligned S2Bs. We also
expect that the amplitude of σ-humps will be affected
by the bar strength in different models.

4.3. Higher-order moments: h3 and h4

The higher-order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4
describe the asymmetric and symmetric deviations, re-
spectively, from a pure Gaussian (Gerhard 1993; van der
Marel & Franx 1993; Bender et al. 1994). It is well known
that the LOSVD of an axisymmetric disk generally has a
lower velocity tail due to the projected outer disk, yield-
ing an anti-correlation of h3 and v̄. For barred galaxies,
Bureau & Athanassoula (2005) showed that in the bar
regions, h3 becomes correlated with v̄ in edge-on views.
They presented that the h3−v̄ correlation is an indication
of the high-velocity tail created by the elongated orbits
supporting the bar. The fourth-order Gauss-Hermite co-
efficient h4 is negative when a distribution is broader
than Gaussian and positive when it is more peaked. De-
battista et al. (2005) showed that a B/P-shaped bulge
generates a flat-topped LOSVD in face-on views.

In Fig. 9, we present h3 maps for the S2B model that
cover the whole region of the outer bar (∼ 7.5 kpc). The
disk is inclined to i = 30◦, 60◦, 80◦, and 90◦ with respect
to the x-axis. v̄ is negative at x < 0 and positive at
x > 0. It is not surprising that widespread h3 − v̄ anti-
correlation appears around the outer bar where LOSVDs
are dominated by circular motions of the disk. With
increasing i, the correlation between h3 and v̄ expands
to all over the projected regions of the outer bar. This
result is consistent with the single-barred cases studied
in Bureau & Athanassoula (2005). Closer to the cen-
ter, the inner bar presents its own h3 features. When
the inner bar is nearly perpendicular to the LON (e.g.
T = 3.50, 3.54 Gyr), h3 − v̄ changes to anti-correlation
again at high inclinations 40◦ ≤ i ≤ 90◦, while when
the inner bar is parallel to the LON (e.g. T = 3.47
Gyr) there is no significant h3 − v̄ anti-correlation. We
propose that the h3 − v̄ anti-correlation, appearing in
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Fig. 5.— The line-of-sight velocity dispersion of the S2B model. From top to bottom, the relative orientations between bars are
PArel = 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦, respectively. The inclination varies from 0◦ to 90◦, left to right. The outer bar and LON are fixed on the x-axis.
Logarithmically spaced isodensity contours are overlaid in black.

Fig. 6.— The line-of-sight velocity dispersion of the SB model. For the top panels, the bar is aligned with the LON (x-axis); the
inclination angle i varies from 0◦ to 90◦. The bottom panels show the edge-on view of the SB model when the position angle of the bar
varies from 0◦ to 90◦ with respect to the LON.
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Fig. 7.— The kinematic maps for the remaining four S2B galaxies (NGC 2962, 3945, 4340, and 7280) in the ATLAS3D survey which do
not show significant σ-humps.
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Fig. 8.— The co-evolution between σ-humps and the inner bar in
an aligned S2B. The coupling process happens during T = 1.65−
1.98 Gyr. The peanut-shaped relic of the inner bar and σ-humps
exist until the end of this simulation at T ' 4.0 Gyr.

the projected inner bar regions, is caused by the signifi-
cant streaming motions in the inner bar which compose
the high velocity peak of the LOSVDs, thus generating
h3 − v̄ anti-correlation. In order to clarify the h3 fea-
tures clearly, we considered the non-Gaussian LOSVDs
as bimodal profiles which are assumed to be composed by
two independent Gaussian components, i.e., the high |v̄|
component and the low |v̄| component. Used to quantify
the asymmetric deviation, h3 is equal to zero in the cases
that the two components have the exactly same distribu-
tion. In the cases that the low |v̄| component is stronger
than the high |v̄| component, the LOSVD is composed by
a main peak dominated by low |v̄| component and a high
|v̄| tail, in which case h3 is correlated with v̄. In contrast,
if the high |v̄| component is stronger, the LOSVD is com-
posed by a high |v̄| peak and a low |v̄| tail, yielding an
anti-correlation of h3 and v̄. In the outer bar regions, the
high-speed streaming motions in the outer bar generate
the high |v̄| tail in the LOSVDs which peak at low |v̄|,
thus generating h3 − v̄ correlation. In the inner bar re-
gions, because a large fraction of stars participate in the
high-speed streaming motions in the inner bar, the high
|v̄| component dominates the LOSVDs, thus h3 can be
anti-correlated with v̄. Especially when the inner bar is
perpendicular to the LON, the elongated motions in the
inner bar well overlap with the line-of-sight to some ex-
tent, leading to most prominent h3− v̄ anti-correlations.
Because at i = 90◦ the bars and the disk are superposed,
the nuclear h3 − v̄ anti-correlation is weakened.

As shown in Fig. 10, the S2B also has noticeable h4
features. In nearly face-on views, the most impressive h4
feature is positive rings around the outer and the inner
bars. Such positive h4 rings around the inner bar were
also noted by Shen & Debattista (2009). With increasing
inclination, positive h4 rings become weaker and gradu-
ally disappear. Such features suggest that, compared
with their surroundings, bars are more tightly bound at

the mid-plane, thus the vertical velocity distribution is
more peaked. In the intermediate regions, the negative
h4 probably corresponds to the B/P-shaped bulge.

We can also see complex non-Guassian features around
the inner bars in observed S2Bs (Fig. 1 and 2), i.e.,
h3 − v̄ anti-correlations and positive h4 rings. h3 − v̄
anti-correlations have also been considered as a tracer of
nuclear disks (Bureau & Athanassoula 2005). In all these
S2Bs, anti-correlated h3 are roughly aligned with the
LON, while h3 features have significant misalignments
in the model. As mentioned above, both NGC 2950 and
NGC 2859 probably host a nuclear disk that generates
h3 features well aligned with the LON. Therefore, though
we cannot decompose nuclear disks and inner bars, the
inner bar does provide an alternative explanation of nu-
clear h3 − v̄ anti-correlations. The inner bars show pos-
itive h4 rings in NGC 2859 and NGC 2950, which are
consistent with the model, although the absolute value
is much larger in the observations. NGC 3384 also shows
some positive h4 features and h3 − v̄ anti-correlation at
the bar regions, which are roughly consistent with the
S2B model. For NGC 3941, positive h4 is widely dis-
tributed all over the disk. At the central regions where
the resolution is highest, we cannot identify a h4 ring that
is closely related to the inner bar, possibly because of the
penalization on high-order Gauss-Hermite moments with
the pPXF method, as mentioned in Section 3.

4.4. Intrinsic kinematics

As shown above, S2B galaxies have very different nu-
clear kinematics from single-barred galaxies. The inner
bar in S2Bs exhibits many distinguishable properties that
have never been found in a large single bar. Do these re-
sults suggest that the inner bar is essentially a different
structure to normal bars? Because of the superposition
of different components along the line of sight, the struc-
tural information is tangled in complex LOSVDs. To im-
prove our understanding of S2Bs, we show the intrinsic
kinematics of the outer (Fig. 11) and inner (Fig. 12) bars
in the inertial frame, from left to right: vR, σR, vφ, σφ,
and σz.

As we can see from Fig. 11, the large-scale bars in the
SB and S2B models have similar radial streaming mo-
tions, i.e., butterfly-shaped radial motions (vR) extend-
ing to nearly half the length of the bars. As mentioned
in Section 2.1, the rotation curve of the models here flat-
tens at vc ∼ 222 km/s. It is clear that the stars in the
outer disk rotate at ∼ vc, and the disk thus dominated by
nearly circular motions. The large-scale bars in both the
SB and S2B models extend close to its corotation radius.
At the ends of the large-scale bars stars rotate at roughly
∼ vc. In the inner regions of the large-scale bars, the tan-
gential velocity decreases significantly. Thus the random
motions gradually become more important. We highlight
the velocity dispersion contours at 0.5(σmax +σmin) with
thick white curves. For large-scale bars, the radial ve-
locity dispersion σR is always aligned with the bar; the
tangential velocity dispersion σφ is perpendicular to the
bar. We compare the case when the two bars are parallel
(the middle row) with when they are perpendicular (the
bottom row). The relative orientation of the two bars
has no significant effect on the intrinsic motions of the
outer bar in the S2B model. Compared with the large-
scale bar in the SB model (the top row), the outer bar
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Fig. 9.— h3 maps varying the orientation and inclination of the bars. The LON is fixed on the x-axis. From left to right: i = 30◦, 60◦, 80◦,
and 90◦. v̄ is negative at x < 0 and positive at x > 0. Isodensity contours are overlaid in black to show the orientation of two bars. At
T = 3.50 and 3.54 Gyr, the inner bar is perpendicular to the LON, while it is parallel to the LON at T = 3.47 Gyr. The outer bar is
perpendicular to the LON at T = 3.54 Gyr, but parallel to the LON at T = 3.47 and 3.50 Gyr. The color is set to black when the number
of particles in one pixel (∼ 150× 150 pc2) is less than 20. Such regions cannot collect enough particles even with the Voronoi binning, and
thus do not provide reliable kinematics.

in the S2B model has no distinguishable differences.
In Fig. 12, we zoom into the central regions of Fig. 11.

As expected, the inner bar generates vR and vφ features
decoupled from the outer bar (the middle and bottom
rows), while the bar in the SB model (the top row) acts
as a solid body. For the inner bar in the S2B model,
vφ shows significant local maxima along the minor axis.
Such features clearly show that along the minor axis stars
participate in the high-speed elongated motions, which
is consistent with the expectation from the h3 − v̄ anti-
correlation discussed in Section 4.3. In spite of the differ-
ences in their sizes and pattern speeds, the inner bar in
the S2B model and the large-scale bar in the SB model
present similar σR and σφ enhancements along the ma-
jor and minor axis, respectively. From this point of view,
inner bars have qualitatively similar intrinsic motions as
large-scale bars, being essentially scaled-down versions of
normal large-scale bars. If that were the case, we would
expect that the inner bar exhibits similar σ features as
large-scale bars and lacking σ-humps. However, as shown
in the rightmost column in Fig. 12, the inner bar presents
σz-humps on its minor axis, while σz smoothly decreases
outward in the SB model. Therefore, the σ-humps seen
in Fig. 5 must be related to the σz-humps, as they are
the only difference with the SB model.

To better understand σ-humps appearing in S2Bs, be-
cause the bar is a symmetric structure, it is more con-
venient to analyse the contributions of the parallel (σ‖)
and perpendicular (σ⊥) components with respect to the
inner bar. In Fig. 13 the inner bar is aligned with the
x-axis; thus σ‖ and σ⊥ are equal to σx and σy, respec-
tively. As shown here, σ⊥ humps are present on the
minor axis, while the elliptical σ‖ peak is aligned with
the bar. When the inner bar is parallel to the LON,
the line-of-sight velocity dispersion σLOS is mainly con-
tributed by σ⊥ and σz, by σ2

LOS = σ2
⊥sin2i + σ2

zcos2i.
At small inclination, σLOS is determined by σz, while σ⊥
becomes more and more important with increasing incli-
nation. Because both σ⊥ and σz have significant humps
at the minor axis, σ-humps are present at any inclina-
tion when the inner bar is parallel with the LON. When
the inner bar is perpendicular to the LON, the σLOS is
contributed by σ‖ and σz, by σ2

LOS = σ2
‖sin

2i+ σ2
zcos2i.

Because the σ‖ enhancement is aligned with the major
axis of the inner bar, while σz humps appear on the minor
axis, the combination of σ‖ and σz makes σLOS quite ax-
isymmetric at intermediate inclinations. Thus σ-humps
become barely visible for the case of PArel = 90◦, i = 60◦

shown in Fig. 5.
Therefore, the σ⊥ humps and σ‖ peak appearing on
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Fig. 10.— h4 maps varying the orientations of the two bars and the inclination angle. The orientations of the LON and the two bars are
the same as Fig. 9. From left to right, the disk is inclined at i = 30◦, 60◦, 80◦, and 90◦, respectively. Isodensity contours are overlaid in
black.

the minor and major axis, respectively, are normal kine-
matics of stellar bars. The properties of observed σLOS-
humps can be explained by the superimposition between
σz-humps and such normal kinematics of bars. σz-humps
play an important role in generating observable σ-humps.
The physical origin of such σ features will be studied in
a follow-up study (Du et al., in preparation).

5. THE KINEMATIC EFFECT OF A NUCLEAR DISK

As suggested by recent numerical simulations (Du et
al. 2015; Wozniak 2015), the inner bar may form from the
bar instability of a dynamically cold nuclear disk which
forms from gas accumulation, followed by a starburst.
This formation scenario indicates that a nuclear-disk-bar
system where an inner bar is embedded in a rotation-
dominated nuclear disk may be very common. In this
paper, we show that the existence of a inner bar alone
can explain the observed kinematics of S2Bs, especially
σ-humps/hollows and positive h4 rings. Our S2B model
did not include the kinematic effect of a nuclear disk
which is well known as a mechanism for reducing σ (e.g.
Emsellem et al. 2001; Cole et al. 2014). There is no doubt
that a dynamically cooler nuclear disk, forming from the
inflow of gas, can cause central σ drops. Being embedded
in a dynamically hotter bar or bulge, σ is lower over the
projected regions of the nuclear disk, while beyond the
nuclear disk σ is relatively larger. As shown in Fig. 7,
NGC 3945 is a prototypical example of the kinematics

of a strong nuclear disk. Cole et al. (2014) compared
this galaxy extensively with their N -body+gas simula-
tion. Within the projected nuclear disk, the reduced σ
value in NGC 3945 is quite flat except for the very cen-
tral regions, which is consistent with the N -body+gas
simulation described in Cole et al. (2014). The relatively
larger σ on the minor axis may give an impression of
“σ-humps” perpendicular to the LON.

Without a nuclear disk, the kinematics of the S2B
model are mainly dominated by the velocity dispersion.
For NGC 2859 and NGC 2950, the nuclear disk causes
significant local minima and maxima in v̄ fields and an
h3 − v̄ anti-correlation, while we cannot see any clear ef-
fects of the nuclear disk in the σ maps. The σ features
can be well matched by the S2B model without a nuclear
disk, which suggests that such nuclear disks may not ef-
ficiently reduce the σ value in these S2Bs. The nuclear
disk in NGC 3384, if it exists, seems even weaker than
in NGC 2950, thus it may not be sufficient for forming
σ-hollows (or σ-humps) as large as 30 km/s. Although
we cannot rule out the scenario that σ-humps are caused
by a nuclear disk, the S2B model does share similar kine-
matic features with NGC 3384. It is reasonable to con-
sider NGC 3384 as a potential S2B candidate. Further
numerical simulations are required to better quantify the
kinematic effect of a dynamically cold nuclear disk, es-
pecially for nuclear-disk-bar systems.
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Fig. 11.— The face-on view of the kinematics in cylindrical coordinates, from left to right, vR, σR, vφ, σφ, and σz . The first row shows
the SB model. The second and third rows show the parallel and perpendicular case, respectively, of two bars in the S2B model. The whole
large-scale bars of S2B and SB models are covered. Isodensity contours are overlaid in black. To highlight the distribution of velocity
dispersions, we also overlay their 0.5(σmax + σmin) contour with a thick white line.

Fig. 12.— Same as Fig. 11, zoomed into the central regions dominated by the inner bar.
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Fig. 13.— The face-on view of velocity dispersions in the parallel
(σ‖) and perpendicular (σ⊥) directions with respect to the inner
bar in the S2B model. Both the outer and the inner bars are aligned
with the x-axis.

6. SUMMARY

This study sheds new light on the kinematic proper-
ties of double-barred galaxies. Using well-resolved, self-
consistent simulations, we have studied the kinematic
properties of double-barred galaxies in comparison to
single-barred galaxies. By quantifying the LOSVDs with
Gauss-Hermite moments, we find that many significant
kinematic features are closely associated with the inner
bar. The most notable feature is σ-humps that appear
on the minor axis of inner bars, matching well with the
integral-field observations of the stellar kinematics from
the ATLAS3Dand SAURON surveys. Accompanied by σ-
ring/spiral-like features, σ-humps may help to explain
the ubiquitous σ-hollows in S2Bs seen in previous ob-
servations. Generally, σ-humps evolve and oscillate to-
gether with the inner bar. Based on the analysis of in-
trinsic motions of bars, we show that the inner bar is es-
sentially a scale-down version of normal large-scale bars
from the kinematic point of view. The only difference is
the σz-humps appearing on the minor axis of the inner
bar. Combined with σ‖ enhancements and σ⊥ humps
produced in normal bars, σz-humps are the key to gen-
erating the observed σ-humps in S2Bs.

The isovelocity contours are significantly distorted.
However, at the central regions, the kinematic major
axis is only slightly distorted toward the opposite direc-
tion with respect to the inner bars. The most significant

asymmetric twists are present at intermediate radii, in
the transition region between the two bars instead of
the photometric end of the inner bar. Because of the
elongated streaming motions in bars, some non-Gaussian
features appear. The outer bar exhibits an h3 − v̄ corre-
lation, as expected. However, in the central regions, h3
becomes anti-correlated with v̄ as a result of the increas-
ing dominance of the inner bar. The inner bar exhibits
significant positive h4 rings in nearly face-on cases, sug-
gesting that the inner bar has a sharply peaked vz dis-
tribution.
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